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About This Game

Experience the new challenges designed to perplex, delight and unwind the mind. Super Chains combines a variety of puzzles
that everybody can enjoy.
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I love this game a lot. It is truly unique and makes me think. It is also a lot of fun to play and has good graphics.. I love
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Available December 18 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains, sequel to the original Chains from
2008. We are all looking forward to December 18-th when Super Chains will enter Early Access (Windows, Linux and
Mac). So far the game features 10 different puzzles (more like game modes) each with a uniquely original gameplay

mechanic (inspired by the original Chains). The final version will have at least 20 puzzles and extras. The game
includes leaderboards, achievements, dynamic hints! Full controller support is planned in the future too. Although the

game is not fully localized, partially supported languages include English, German, Spanish, French, Italian,
Portuguese and Russian. The soundtrack is by the electro artist Silence.. Early Access Week 6 : That's right folks!

Super Chains is one of the first games on Steam to enter Early Access.. Early Access Week 7 : Greetings and thank you
for supporting Super Chains. Development is going great and at this rate the game should be out of Early Access in

another week or two! Just released another puzzle for you and at this point we're up to 18 and counting. Circulation is
a new stage (featuring soft-body deformation) that pushes the limits of the Box2D physics engine. It's a lot of fun so

make sure to check it out. Additionally I've made a few adjustments to the Doubles! puzzle. This is a subtle change, but
when you clear a specific number off the board it's no longer served. This adds a new layer of strategy to that stage..
Early Access Week 7 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super Chains. Development is going great and at this
rate the game should be out of Early Access in another week or two! Just released another puzzle for you and at this

point we're up to 18 and counting. Circulation is a new stage (featuring soft-body deformation) that pushes the limits
of the Box2D physics engine. It's a lot of fun so make sure to check it out. Additionally I've made a few adjustments to
the Doubles! puzzle. This is a subtle change, but when you clear a specific number off the board it's no longer served.
This adds a new layer of strategy to that stage.. Early Access Week 9 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super
Chains! It's been a busy week. We've done a lot of work behind the scenes to create a new build pipeline which means

more stable and frequent updates. Shout-outs to all the brave souls who have supported us during Early Access. I don't
want to single anybody out, but thank you so much for reporting bugs and providing feedback. Having said that, I can
guarantee that there will be no more in-game errors. we have set up an error reporting system that will quietly catch

and send any bugs to 2dengine.com . This is done automatically so we can respond to bugs faster and more effectively.
I'm happy to say that we are very close to leaving Early Access. Development is going smoothly and we've almost

reached the original goal of 20 puzzles and 50 achievements. We're also hoping to provide trading cards for the game,
which are expected to drop in 3-6 months.. Early Access Week 1 : Greetings and thank you for supporting Super

Chains! First off Super Chains has a new and shiny user interface. Special thanks to HumanSpider and EranKrief who
have helped bring the game to Hungarian, Hebrew and Polish. If you'd like to help the effort, please check out: A lot of

small improvements and fixes have been made through player feedback (customize-able palette for the colorblind,
better hints and indications, etc). Huge thanks to everybody who provided suggestions. I promise to get everybody's
name in the credits soon! Controller support is close to complete, although we might remove that feature altogether

because it simply doesn't work quite as well as expected. Super Chains is best enjoyed with a mouse or on a
touchscreen device.. Super Chains beta testing : Greetings everybody, Exciting news Super Chains is scheduled to enter

Early Access on December 18th. Hard to believe that it's been over 10 years since the original Chains came out:
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Development is coming along nicely thanks to the efforts and feedback of our amazing beta testers.
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